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Yori Kataoka

Yori Kataoka is a player character played by Syaoran.

Yori Kataoka

Species: Minkan
Gender: Female

Born: YE12
Job/Occupation

Organization: Ken-TEC
Occupation: Technician

Current Placement: ISS Dig-It (Plot & Ship Info)
Physical Profile
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Physical Characteristics

Height: 170cm1)

Mass: 68.04kg2)

Measurements: 92-69-973)

Bra Size: 34B

Build and Skin Color: She has developed some muscle that is not too toned from her mechanic work,
which leaves her with an appearance and weight that while still healthy looking, she is semiconscious
about how she doesn't have a figure like the model like nekos. Her complexion is fair with a hint of her
Asian heritage showing

Eyes and Facial Features: She has some what large almond shaped violet eyes that rest in an oval
face with predominantly Asian features. Her lips are thin and her chin soft along with her soft cheeks that
grow flush easily, she looks like she just got out of high school. Refrence for face: here

Ears: elf type Example ear shape: here

Hair Color and Style: Brown wavy hair with cardinal under-layering that she lets fall loose till it reaches
her shoulders, then the few inches that go down her back are tied in a pony tail. There is also a thin braid
hanging down on the right side of her face made from the under-layering. Example of hair color: here

Distinguishing Features:

Psychological Characteristics

Personality: Yori is generally a laid back woman who doesn't take things too seriously and tries to stay
easy going. One thing she is serious about though is that she never wants to be known as someone who
can't be relied on, she doesn't strive for perfection or over work herself, but if she says she will do
something, she will do it. When she is not working though, Yori is often day dreaming about her next
invention, or socializing and relaxing.

Though she enjoys to talk, she is hardly ever the one to start a conversation, and only knows how to
speak with other technical workers, never knowing what to say to people who don't know a lot about
technology and often times just finds herself tripping up or just going along with the pace and not really
understanding. She tends to visit blogs frequently however, where she is much more composed since she
has as much time as she wants to figure out her words.

Likes: raspberries, parfaits, swimming, and tinkering with things
Dislikes: Investors who make deadlines without knowing about the project.
Goals: Currently working on designing a powersuit entirely on her own.

http://img.photobucket.com/albums/v336/Li0527/baby.jpg
https://s-media-cache-ak0.pinimg.com/236x/83/22/1c/83221ca5e5a493afe5a682f6476852ad.jpg
http://img.photobucket.com/albums/v336/Li0527/Yorihair.jpg
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History

Family

Father: Kataoka Kise; works 'night shift' for security at Dawn Station.
Mother: Kataoka Mary (Formerly Mary Thompson); works at a nail salon at dawn station.

Pre-RP

Yori was born into a relatively normal family on Yamatai. As she grew old enough to enter school her
parents began to notice Yori had almost no interest in anything and would just silently go about her day.
This of course worried her parents and they took her to professionals to see if something was wrong with
the girl but the experts told them Yori was fine and her parents should try getting her engaged in
something. Through trial and error Kise and Mary found that snap together toys seemed to really interest
Yori and began buying her all sorts of them. By the time Yori was 12 she was spending her time
customizing Mini 4WD cars and even making modifications to the engines.

In high school Yori took almost every class she could that involved working with machines and learning
as much as she could about them. During YE29 Yori was present at a tech demonstration for a field trip in
one of her classes, they were showing off the M5 Harpy power armor which Yori fell in love with and from
that day on decided that she would want to work in that field. After high school she decided to head to
vocational school to learn more about power armors so she could become a technician in the future.

After finishing school her family decided to move to Dawn station, her father had gotten a job there as
security. After hearing of their future home, Yori immediately applied to work at Origin and was accepted.
After things started somewhat slow, Yori submitted a design idea that she had for a new backpack for the
Impulse armor and though it took some time to get it to production, it was seen that Yori could be used in
the power armor development team and was assigned there as her main focus.

Terraforming Ake

P1 - Dust Bowl Children

Due to her supervisor's suggestion Yori, who spent too much time indoors, was reccomended to join the
Terraforming mission on Ake. She was rather hesitant at first, not wanting to deal too much with they
physical types that would enjoy this type of situation. However she discovered a lot of the team were in
fact not the brutes she was expecting. She even developed something of a friend ship with Niel Strellan,
the designer of the Atmospheric Purification System that was being used, and that Yori was helping to
maintain.

They were not on the surface long before things started to go sour though. Not only were they attacked
by raiders, but it turns out the previous terraforming team was not killed off, in fact they had left,
probably with a wealth of resources that had been found on the planet.

https://wiki.stararmy.com/doku.php?id=characters:origin:strellan
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OOC Stuff

Skills

Communications

Speaks fluent Yamataian and can operate communications systems. She does not know military lingo
proficiently, but she can guess a few terms. Her Trade has gotten much better after having to use it so
frequently, but her Seraphim is still a struggle for her to speak, she can read and write both fine though.

Engineering

Yori is a rather experienced engineer that has built quite a number of things on her own. She is more
than capable of inventing new products and if fortunate possibly new technologies as well.

Maintenance

Given time Yori is capable of diagnosing and repairing just about anything, given that it uses
conventional technology. And even without study Yori can repair most civilian technologies that are not
proprietary without consulting a manual.

Mathmatics

Yori has a working knowledge of basic math as well as more complicated maths and sciences. She is no
quantum physicist but she can recalibrate reactors or tune a quantum computer without blowing
everything up.

Technology Operation

Is proficient will all Yamataian and Nepleslian common OS, however some she is less skilled with than
others, her forte lies primarily in civilian OS while military OS are more lacking. She also has basic
programing knowledge, but only enough to program work related things.

Fighting

Yori has basic Power Armor operation skills as well as basic weapons skills, enough to test things at a
basic level and defend herself against civilians.
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Yori's Inventory

This page list Yori Kataoka's possessions

Clothing

3x Origin Industries Uniform
5x white T-Shirt with OI Logo
5x panties with OI logo (white, black, green, blue, and gold)
5x bra with OI logo (white, black, green, blue, and gold)
5 pairs of black Socks
Dark Red w/ silver trim and Origin Logo Jendomu

Hygiene

1x Hygiene kit
1x toothbrush
1x tube of toothpaste
1x bar of soap
1x bottle of shampoo

2x white towel with OI logo
1x bathrobe or Yukata, white or black, with OI logo.

Weapons

1x Standard Energy Pistol II
2x IHVC
Charging base

Gear

Black Widow Power Suit
Orb Weaver multi-function Suit
EM-G17-1a Basic Tool Kit
MT-G1-1A - Personal Holographic Computer (PHC)
OI-G5-1A Link Neural Computer (LNC)
2x X-type Quantum Computer

Direct and portable power

Transportation

EM-K1 Emrys Industries Hydrogen Car
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Questionable Ge-T1-1A - Transatmospheric Shuttle

Misc.

6 bottles of Vitnias tua (Light Ale)
1 stuffed toy, cat with curled grey horns. Brown with orange eyes

Salvage

Missile, unfired, from power armor (Halloween, TC: 72-64, IC: 4593-2041-128)
Sensor-shielded compartment kit (easy Smuggling!) (Halloween, TC: 3-89, IC: 324-2905-92)
Barrel of Peppermint Oil (Halloween, TC: 55-57, IC: 3192-1938-106)
Shipment of Whisky flasks (Halloween, TC: 38-29, IC: 1121-1043-63)
headphones, Decaphonic 5 speakers/side, 10 total (Halloween, TC: 91-49, IC: 3151-1772-129)
1 plastic Nekovalkyrja skeleton - glows in the dark (S Halloween, TC: 13-73, IC: 993-1590-86)
1 plastic Qaktoro skeleton - glows in the dark (S Halloween, TC: 13-77, IC: 1045-1905-90)
2 Buvoli Vakame (Resting Chairs) (S HiddenSun, TC: 58-74, IC: 3247-6643-131)
Lorath male face mask (S HiddenSun, TC: 21-34, IC: 750-3117-55)

Yori's Finances

Yori Kataoka is currently an employee in Ken-TEC and receives a weekly4) salary of ?KS .

Total Savings Addition Subtraction Reason
3000 KS Starting Funds

10200 KS +7200 KS Apr10-Sept YE36 pay
8390KS -1810KS Computer gear

13190KS +4800 OctYE36-JanYE37 pay

41890KS +30000 -1300 Feb YE37 - Dec YE38 pay & purchase of OI-G5-1A Link Neural
Computer (LNC)

57490KS +15600 YE39 pay
82490KS +25000 ISS Dig-It Pay

Designs

Complete

OI-M2-P3600 Helping Hand
OI-W32-1a Magic Hand
OI-M2-W4000 Spider Pack Unit
Black Widow Power Suit
Primal Fury
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OOC being revised:

Riot Control and Medical Blister Drones

Adoption

This character is NOT up for Adoption

1)

5'7“
2)

150lbs
3)

36-27-38
4)

Thursday
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